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Abstract
Poets like Carroll, Seuss, and others have defined the genre of Nonsense Poetry by making an art out of combining neologisms with poetic form, and giving their readers a sense that they know what is happening in a poem without having any idea what these new words mean alone. These poets must not only have knowledge about word rhymes and the rhythm of poetry, but they must also have a sense of what could phonologically constitute a word. An analysis of the neologisms contained in the poetry of nine different works will reveal exactly what the poets are phonologically aware of, and to what extent these poets can manipulate phonological constraints while maintaining the poetic form, and with it, some sense of meaning in their poetry. My aim in this categorization is to find out how far a nonsense poet can stretch the constraints on human language and still present a poem that reads easily for an English speaker. This tension between the sound and form of natural language and the creativity of neologisms comes through in the poems from which the data come. None of the nonsense goes so far outside the constraints of English, or even human language, that it is rendered meaningless within the poetry.

1. Introduction

With one read through Lewis Carroll’s (1995) “The Jabberwocky,” an English speaker is bound to notice two things: the poem seems to make “sense,” yet there are words contained in it that they know have never appeared in the English language. Poets like Carroll, Seuss, and others have defined the genre of Nonsense Poetry. They have made an art out of combining neologisms with poetic form and giving their readers a sense that they know what is happening in a poem without having any idea what these new words mean alone. These poets must not only have knowledge about word rhymes and the rhythm of poetry, but they must also have a sense of what could phonologically constitute a word. An analysis of the neologisms contained in the poetry of nine different works will reveal exactly what the poets are phonologically aware of, and to what extent these poets can manipulate phonological constraints while maintaining the poetic form, and with it, some sense of meaning in their poetry.

1.1 Scope

While the genre of Nonsense Poetry contains works without neologisms, I will be looking only at those poems with neologisms and natural English within the same poetic form. I will look only at the phonology of the neologisms: whether they conform to English and human universal segment constraints and how they conform to English syllable structure. I am interested not in the meaning the neologisms intend, but how they adhere to these phonological principles. I am concerned with meaning only insofar as it may affect the pronunciation of a word. Essentially, I am interested in knowing what linguistic knowledge a poet attempting to create such nonsense possesses and how his “words” will demonstrate that such knowledge is not actually phonological nonsense.
1.2 Methodology

In my search for nonsense words I began with an anthology of the genre, and worked my way through poems containing any words that were clearly coined by the poet. If it did not look like a natural word of English, I considered it nonsense. These words were checked against the Merriam Webster (2010) online dictionary to ensure neologistic status. I then categorized the words into non-violating of English segments or structure, one violation of English segments or structure, or a violation of human language segment or structure. My aim in this categorization is to find out how far a nonsense poet can stretch the constraints on human language and still present a poem that reads easily for an English speaker.

2. Literature Review

As one of the most well known examples of nonsense poetry, Lewis Carroll’s (1995) “The Jabberwocky” not only pulls the reader into an alternate universe simply by the creation of new words, but it also challenges a reader to accept these new words as legitimate parts of speech well suited to the rhyme and meter of the poem. Like Alice, the readers are drawn through the “looking-glass” into a world where the natural order of the world has been disturbed, and they question the meaning of known words while looking for meaning in words they do not recognize. It is precisely this tension between the real and the unreal that causes nonsense poetry to flourish. The combination of sounds may be unfamiliar, but the reader is able to make sense out of them within both a poetic framework and a phonological one. To what extent meaning is obscured is a matter of contention for some authors, but all agree that the strict adherence to pattern is what makes the poem maintain any sense of meaning overall, and there is a definite limit to how nonsensical the words can be in English Nonsense poetry.

Holquist (1969) reports Elizabeth Sewell’s opinion on nonsense: It is “a collection of words of events which in their arrangement do not fit into some recognized system” (p. 150). Overall, this is the effect which nonsense poetry produces, but we will see that the words themselves actually do fit into a system: English phonology. Holquist (1969) himself writes on nonsense that, “It is a closed field of language in which the meaning of any single unit is dependent on its relationship to the system of the other constituents” (p. 150). Surely for these nonsense poets, the neologisms depend on the surrounding architecture of the English language in the poem.

For the poetry critic, nonsense poetry makes any definite meaning of language difficult to grasp, but the rhyme and rhythm of the poetry create an ideal setting for nonsense words to blend in and thrive. Flescher (1969) states that, “The backbone of nonsense must be a consciously regulated pattern” (p. 128). There must be a more stable situation for nonsense words in order to make any kind of meaning come through, and this setting consists of not only the form of poetry, but also the natural sounds, grammar, and stress pattern of the original language. The poem, this controlled form of language, almost completely overtakes meaning for Shires (1988): “Jabberwocky privileges form without regard for content; it privileges the metonymic over the metaphoric” (p. 276). To suit the theme of his story, Carroll uses strict form with nonsense words to create tension between order and disorder. For both Flescher and Shires there is a theme of
lost identity in the Alice stories, and the nonsense of “The Jabberwocky” and other poems I have included in analysis lend a voice to that theme by blurring the line between sense and nonsense.

Although Imholz (1987) does not go into depth phonologically, in his article evaluating translations of the Jabberwocky, he notes that the nonsense words of the English version are all pronounceable, and that it is important that they fit the pattern of sounds relative to the language in which they occur. Beyond the “Jabberwocky,” then, there should be a pattern controlling exactly how nonsensical the created words can be in any poem of this genre. Whether a translation, or original creation in a specific language, the neologisms must inevitably succumb to the pattern of the language they are contained in. Imholz describes the translation of the original into new languages as a game: “The rules of this game require that we, like the author and the translator, maintain a perfect, though short lived, Humpty-Dumpty-like balance upon the narrow wall of language between sense and nonsense” (p. 225). It is clear that the strict poetic form along with a linguistic pattern define the sense, while the created words define the nonsense of this game.

In a presentation on nonsense poetry, Weinberger (2005) details in a phonological framework the extent to which authors of this genre have taken their nonsense. He defines limits to the nonsense in segmental and syllabic terms, and categorizes the nonsense words of fifteen authors based on how far these words diverge from segmental and syllabic constraints of English and universal principals. The conclusion is that there are patterns to which the nonsense words conform, and no nonsense word strays from these. No words are deemed impossible for a human speaker, and most words, in fact, are possible for speakers of English. At the phonological level too, there must be order for the chaotic words of nonsense poetry to be placed into, just as there must be a rather strict poetic form.

These sources indicate that there must be some limits to nonsense. For the poetry I will look at, those limits include the rhyme and rhythm of the poem as well as phonological constraints for the nonsense words themselves. The words should conform to English or any language the poem is translated into while maintaining their nonsense appeal. The words may have no meaning in the language, but the use of them, for Carroll, adds to the tension between order and disorder that is thematic in his work featuring this poem. This is the case for the other poets as well; they insert their nonsense words into a pattern that is already set up by English. A phonological analysis of nonsense poetry should reveal that these nonsensical items have the same structure as the original language, providing a sense of chaos within the structure of the poem and the confines of the language.

3. Constraints

3.1 Human Segments

Before looking at the sounds that are contained within nonsense words, one should understand the limits to the sounds contained in human language. According to the International Phonetic Association (2005), the sounds included on the following chart are all the phonemes found in non-disordered human languages.
The blank white spaces are potential sounds that have not yet been discovered in a human language, and the shaded areas of the chart are sounds that could not possibly occur in a human language (IPA, 2005). Should any of the nonsense poets have taken advantage of non-existing
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speech sounds, their neologisms would surely be complete nonsense to any human reader. However, this nonsense poetry must still be readable by speakers of the language it was written in, so it is likely that English poets will stay within the segment structure of their own language: English.

3.2 English Segments

Of the possible consonants in human language, English uses 24 phonemically, and takes twelve of the possible vowels for its own inventory (Speech Accent Archive, 2010). Although nonsense poets could make use of any human sound, they are still limited by the English alphabet, and the spelling principles of the language. A poem may not become very popular in print if the poet makes up his own symbols, or even uses phonetic symbols the average reader would not recognize. If the poet wants to create nonsense with unknown symbols, he may have to include a note of explanation along with the poem. This would become burdensome for the reader, and take away the usual tension found in nonsense poetry between the structure of the rhyme and meter of our own familiar language and the unknown words that seem to fit so well into that structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonants (Phonemic)</th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Labiodental</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Nasal</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>p b</td>
<td>t d</td>
<td>k g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td></td>
<td>s z</td>
<td>f v</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t f d 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sounds: labio-velar voiced central approximant [w]; 5 diphthongs. (Speech Accent Archive, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since most nonsense poetry is not entirely made up of nonsense words, the nonsense words are surrounded by the natural language, and so must fit into the rhyme of the language in which it is written. This means that poets must have some knowledge of not only the sounds themselves, but also the way the sounds are put together in their language.

3.3 Syllable Constraints

In addition to individual sounds, there are constraints on the formation of human languages, and these also function specifically for the English language. The Sonority Principle, one of the constraints on how human language segments are placed together, plays a huge role in syllable formation for English. An ideally formed syllable proceeds from the least sonorous segment in the onset to a more sonorous segment in the nucleus, and finally to a less sonorous segment if there is a coda (Clements, 1992, p. 65). According to Selkirk (1984), following this Sonority Principle, the segments of human language can be ranked according to how sonorous they are, from most to least: vowels > glides > liquids > nasals > fricatives > stops. If a syllable, moving from onset to nucleus, becomes more sonorous, and from nucleus to coda it becomes less sonorous, it follows that onset clusters of English should also proceed from a less sonorous to a more sonorous segment. This is true for English, and limits the amount of onset clusters English is capable of producing with its segment inventory. In fact, for English onset clusters, only an approximant may serve as the second element. The only exceptions to this condition are onsets that begin with [s] (Clements, 1992, p. 65). Nonsense poets could take advantage of the Sonority Principle to form truly foreign words, but once again, they must adhere to their rhymes and structure. This will limit the kind of nonsense poets are able to conjure.

Another condition that will limit the kind of phonological nonsense poets are able to compose should be the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). Yip (1988) provides a definition of this principle: “At the melodic level, adjacent identical elements are prohibited” (p. 66). This means, for instance, that the OCP will not allow two segments with the same place of articulation in a row, or as we will see in one nonsense example, two or more segments that are exactly the same in a row.

3.4 English Spelling Convention

In addition to these phonological constraints, the English alphabet itself plays a role in the ability of poets to compose their neologisms. Like any reader of this nonsense poetry, I will assume that the authors adhere to the conventions of English spelling; the letters used to represent the sounds of their nonsense words are pronounced the way they typically are in known English words. For instance, if the English letters “tch” are used in a coda, I will assume they are pronounced as in the word “catch” [tʃ] and not that the author wants to insert the stop [t] before the affricate. For any words that do not obviously conform to rules of English spelling, I will explain my interpretation in the data section.
4. Data

4.1 No English Violations

a. “Jabberwocky” (Carroll, 1995, p. 27-28)

brillig    slithy    toves    gyre
 gimble    wabe      mimsy    borogoves
  mome      raths    outgrabe    Jubjub
frumious  Bandersnatch    vorpal    manxome
Tumtum    uffish    tulgey    frabjous
callooh    callay

Any English speaker reading “The Jabberwocky” could effortlessly and fluently pronounce each of Carroll’s nonsense words. Although the reader may be looking at these words for the first time, since every one of them conform to English rules of syllabification and none contain any non-English segments, there would be no problem. Indeed, the words fit quite effectively into the meter of Carroll’s poem, and rhyme with the words of English.


Choo a choo a choo tooth.
Muntch, muntch. Nycey!
Choo a choo a choo tooth.
Muntch, muntch. Nycey!

Since this poem is about a group of cannibals preparing to roast a Latin teacher, I assume that the nonsense word, muntch, is only a variant of the English word, munch, and does not violate the Sonority Principle by progressing from a nasal to a stop, then to the more sonorous fricative in pronunciation. The word, nycey, I interpret as the cannibals’ exclamation of how nice the “meat” will taste. I pronounce it [næsɪ]. None of these nonsense words violate English segments or syllable structure.


Oh freddled gruntbuggly thy micturations are to me
As plurdled gabbleblotchits on a lurgid bee.
   Groop I implore thee, my foonting turlingdromes.
And hooptiously drangle me with crinkly bindlewurdles,
   Or I will rend thee in the gobberwarts with my blurglecruncheon,
See if I don’t!

Known as “the third worst poetry in the universe,” Vogon poetry is used to torture the protagonist, Arthur Dent, as he is a prisoner of these aliens (Adams, 1980, p. 64). Even though written by aliens, it does not contain any segments foreign to human language, and no words violate sonority or the Obligatory Contour Principle. Like “The Jabberwocky,” the poem contains novel word creations, but all words contained could be English words.
d. Did I ever tell you how lucky you are? (Seuss, 1973, p. 13)
   He never will know if the Gick or the Goor
   fits into the Skrux or the Snux or the Snoor.

This final example of non-violating nonsense contains only a few of the words coined by Dr. Seuss for his children’s books. There is nothing in the structure of either gick or goor that violates English syllable structure, and although the onset clusters of skrux, snux, and snoor appear to violate the Sonority Principle, they are acceptable onset clusters in English, as in the words scream, or snake.

4.2 Violation of an English Constraint

a. Did I ever tell you how lucky you are?
   You’re lucky you don’t have a Borfin that shlumps. (Seuss, 1973, p.18 )
   And, while we are at it, consider the Schlottz,
   the Crumple-horn, Web-footed, Green-bearded Schlottz. (Seuss, 1973, p. 20)
   Although the shl- onset of these Seuss words occurs in English loanwords from German
   or Yiddish, it is not found in the standard dialect of English (Crystal, 1995, p. 243). For this
   reason, I consider these words in violation of Standard English syllable structure. The coda of
   Schlottz presents another violation of the Sonority Principle since the less sonorous stop precedes
   the fricative. This coda progression is atypical for an English syllable.

b. “Two Old Crows”  lines 21-28 (Lindsay, 1979, p. 270-271)
   And those two black crows
   Turned pale,
   And away those crows did sail.
   Why?
cluster that does not exist in English words. Clements (1992) wrote that only approximants may occur as the second segment of an onset cluster, with the exception of [s], and indeed the only allowable English onset cluster with [n] as its second element is sn- as in snow.

d. *On Beyond Zebra!* (Seuss, 1955, p. 13)
I ramble, I scramble through swampf and through swumpf

In this Dr. Seuss story, a young boy has created new “letters” of the alphabet that begin after the letter ‘z’. These new letters are in fact clusters of the original sounds in the alphabet, and his new symbols used to represent them are combinations of letters. The coda –mpf of swampf is a violation of the Sonority Principle. Instead of ending in the least sonorous [p], this segment is followed by a more sonorous [f]. The nasal, stop, and fricative are also three labials in a row, a violation of the OCP, which does not prefer more than one adjacent element in a row which shares place of articulation. It is possible that Dr. Seuss is representing in the orthography what he hears in an English speaker’s pronunciation of this coda. This process, known as English Stop Intrusion, occurs in English when there is a nasal followed immediately by a fricative. A stop will be inserted between the nasal and the fricative in some dialects of English (Dinnsen, 1984, p. 269).

4.3 Violation of Human Language Constraint

a. “A Radical Creed” (Burgess, 1979, p. 230)
I don’t give a √D²
For the stuff you denominate hair
And your fingers and toes and your
Neck and your nose,
These are things it revolts me to wear.

In his “A Radical Creed” Burgess presents perhaps the most interesting of nonsense words when he uses mathematical symbols in place of a word. The radical and squared signs are not present on the IPA chart, and so have no obvious sound interpretation. It is most likely that Burgess wants the reader to say, “I don’t give the square root of D squared” so that there is at least a slant rhyme with hair and wear, fitting his meter and rhyme scheme. He is still using a symbol not found in English, and not documented on the IPA chart to reflect a series of sounds. If this is not a violation of human language, it is still a very creative and completely novel use of symbolism and sound.

5. Conclusions

Of all the literary arts, the genre of Nonsense Poetry should allow for some of the most creative uses of human language. As seen in the data, many of these poets create entirely new words in their languages, but only one poet goes as far as attempting to create a truly nonsensical, that is, non-human utterance. This, however, is still a symbol recognized by most humans who are familiar with mathematics. It is not that these poets are not fully exercising their capacities for creativity; rather, they are confined by the constraints of human language and of their own English language.
English speaking poets will inevitably choose not only human segments, but specifically English segments. Working within the orthography of their own language, in order to represent even nonsense words, they must stay within the English alphabet. Only Burgess (1979) steps outside the realm of the alphabet and inserts the mathematical symbol for a square root, but this is fairly easily recognized and read as “the square root of.” In order for poetry, even nonsense, to be read by English speakers, poets must be confined to segments (the alphabet) familiar to their readers.

As shown by the data, poets are not only confined to the set of English segments, but they have limitations in the way these segments are combined as well. Most of the data (4.1) are kept within the syllable structure of English. In fact, the entire collection of neologisms from “The Jabberwocky” stays within the confines dictated by the Sonority Principle and the Obligatory Contour Principle as manifested in English. Two of the violations of English syllable structure in 4.2, both from Seuss, contain onset clusters not found in the standard form of English, but one is common enough as a borrowing from Yiddish (Crystal, 1995, p. 243), and the violation in *Thneed*, while not an onset cluster in English, is not at all difficult for English speakers to pronounce. The coda of *swampf* is a violation of the Sonority Principle, but is also easily pronounceable for English speakers. The most extreme example of an English violation occurs in “Two Old Crows,” where the strings of consonants are examples of onomatopoeia. These strings of consonants, however, can still be pronounced by an English speaker, so a reading of this entire poem would not be affected by such a violation.

The only potential violation of human language is in section 4.3, where a mathematical symbol is used in place of letters. Since the rest of the nonsense poetry uses the English alphabet to represent nonsense, and I assume that the alphabet is used in the conventional way, there is no way to pronounce the symbol alone. There is a way to interpret the symbol, but the symbol alone does not convey a human sound.

Aside from mathematical symbols, the neologisms of the nonsense poetry data are not entirely phonological nonsense. Even nonsense words must be pronounceable by the reader of poetry, and typically these words fit within the structure of the poem, sometimes even rhyming with the natural language. There is no nonsense so outrageous that it cannot be rendered into human speech, completely devoid of meaning. As Holquist (1969) claimed about nonsense poetry, the neologisms are contained within the pre-ordered system of a language. Any meaning the nonsense might have is dependent upon the meaning of the natural language it is surrounded by. This tension between the sound and form of natural language and the creativity of neologisms comes through in the poems from which this data comes. None of the nonsense goes so far outside the constraints of English, or even human language, that it is rendered meaningless within the poetry.
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